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Our mission is to provide older adults 
with caring and quality services 
toward the enhancement of physical, 
mental and spiritual well-being 
consistent with the Christian Gospel.
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Historically, not-for-profit organizations were formed by small groups of volunteers joining  
together to serve the common good. Ohio Presbyterian Retirement Services (OPRS) was no 
different. Out of the desire to bring something good from a tragedy, a group of people in Sidney, 
Ohio began Dorothy Love Retirement Community. Eighty-six years later, what was started 
by a small group of concerned citizens has grown into what OPRS is today, serving more than 
60,000 older adults annually in 41 Ohio counties, which are home to 75 percent of Ohio’s older 
adults (age 65+). OPRS owns and operates 11 retirement communities, nine of which are  
Continuing Care Retirement Communities (CCRCs) and through its home and community 
based services division, Senior Independence, runs 13 Adult Day Centers, more than 200  
wellness clinics and manages six Senior Centers in partnership with local governments. OPRS is 
the largest and most experienced not-for-profit provider of continuing care retirement  
communities and services in Ohio.

Not-for-profit organizations are generally tax-exempt. They still pay some taxes, such as payroll 
taxes to Social Security and Medicare, but do not pay income taxes on the revenues they receive. 
In exchange for that tax exemption, not-for-profits are expected to serve  
the common good. There are no stockholders or individual owners  
so dollars are expected to remain with the organization to  
perpetuate its mission. 

At OPRS, we use the term social accountability to refer to the  
community benefit we provide above and beyond the services that 
are paid for privately or those that are fully reimbursed. We  
demonstrate our social accountability when we plan and 
develop programs to serve our communities better. 

This report highlights the community benefit provided  
by OPRS from July 1, 2007 – June 30, 2008. While 
it would be impractical to list each and every  
program, we hope this report gives readers a sense  
of how OPRS gives back to the communities it serves.

David J. Kaasa
OPRS President and

Chief Executive Officer

Nancy Koury King
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer, OPRS,  
Senior Independence Division 
Community Benefit Officer

• Welcomes and actively supports volunteer involvement in 
our organization

• Has social accountability programs – programs that benefit 
the local community – thus continuing a tradition that both 
enhances the quality of life of individuals we serve, as well as 
the local community

• Demonstrates good citizenship by serving as a catalyst,  
convener, facilitator and sustainer of community efforts

• Is actively involved and keeps abreast of public policy  
issues important to our  
organization and the 
people we serve

In affiliation with AAHSA’s Quality First standards, OPRS:

OPRS Gives Back

AAHSA is the American Association of Homes and Services for the Aging.
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“Falls are 
the leading c

ause of 

injury deaths
 and the most  

common cause of inju
ries and 

hospital a
dmissions fo

r trauma 

among adults aged 6
5 or older

.”

From “The State of Aging and 

Health in A
merica 2007”
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Improving Quality of Life for Older AdultsImproving Quality of Life for Older Adults

Throughout our lives, we work hard to develop,  
grow and improve in everything we do. At OPRS,  
we strive to continually enhance the physical, mental 
and spiritual well-being of all those we serve.

Our company offers a multitude of activities and  
services that aid in improving the lives of our older 
adults. Senior Independence provides wellness clinics,  
which offer services such as health screenings and 
education, consultations with a nurse, aid in filling out 
a vial of life form and contacting the person’s doctor 
on their behalf to report any health concerns. They also offer f lu shot vaccinations  
statewide, and both Senior Independence and all the OPRS communities hold health 
fairs aimed at enhancing health through prevention, screening and information. 

Another service Senior Independence offers is “Respecting Choices®,” which are  
end-of-life care education sessions held in community locations that seek to help people 
understand advance directive options and communicate their wishes more effectively.  
         Currently, Senior Independence has 75 trained facilitators that 
         run the “Respecting Choices®” sessions.
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Improving Quality of Life for Older Adults “What do we live for, if it is not to make life 
less difficult for each other.”    – George Eliot
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Many factors affect the ability of older adults to move safely about 
their homes and neighborhoods. These factors include adverse  
weather conditions like icy, wet or slippery pavement, as well as 
changes due to aging such as arthritis. In fact, one of the leading 
causes of injury and hospitalization among older adults comes  
from falls.

The Sidney area is taking great care to aid in the prevention  
and reduction of falls among their older adults. In Senior  
Independence’s Miami Valley region, a program was imple- 
mented and instituted solely for this purpose. “People with  
Arthritis Can Exercise” (PACE) is an exercise class led by  
specifically trained and credentialed instructors to keep older 
adults active, thereby reducing the effects of stiff joints  
associated with arthritis that are often a cause of falls.  
PACE classes serve an average of 350 people per month.

Dorothy Love Retirement Community, also located in the 
Sidney area, does its best to spread its wealth of knowledge 
on issues associated with aging to the greater community. 
Throughout the year, Dorothy Love has participated  
in and held health fairs for local businesses and their  
employees. At these health fairs, members of the Dorothy 
Love team pass out information, answer employees’ questions and often provide 
free preventative screenings. Over the past year, Dorothy Love has served over  
4,400 people in the greater Sidney area.

Many factors affect the ability of older adults to move safely about 
their homes and neighborhoods. These factors include adverse 
weather conditions like icy, wet or slippery pavement, as well as 
changes due to aging such as arthritis. In fact, one of the leading 
causes of injury and hospitalization among older adults comes 

The Sidney area is taking great care to aid in the prevention 

Independence’s Miami Valley region, a program was imple-

specifically trained and credentialed instructors to keep older 

Love team pass out information, answer employees’ questions and often provide 
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Meeting Basic Needs in the CommunityMeeting Basic Needs in the Community

At OPRS, we not only care about our residents and clients, 
but also for those beyond the scope of our company. We 
look at the greater community, the greater picture and ask, 
“How can we help?”

After seeing and hearing about the food bank shortages,  
OPRS locations around the state chose to lead or  
participate in food drives and collections.

Our hearts are large, but grew even larger throughout  
the holiday season. Wanting to ensure that less fortunate 
families had happy holidays too, residents and staff collected, 
assembled, donated and delivered all types of gifts and gift 
bags to different organizations within the state. Some locations even adopted a family  
or two for the holidays, providing gifts and joy during this jolly time of year.

In addition, the OPRS family gives back all year round, not just at the holidays. Many 
staff members volunteer their time to drive and deliver meals for the “Meals on Wheels” 
              program. Employees also donate their labor to fix and repair local buildings,  
                as well as clean up local areas making the environment a more beautiful place.

       “When money is tight, food is the first thing to 
be trimmed or eliminated in these already fragile budgets… 
In this way, chronically hungry people often experience 
long-term health problems, such as obesity and diabetes.”
    From the Mid-Ohio Foodbank 2007 Annual Report 
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Meeting Basic Needs in the Community “We make a living by what we get, but we 
make a life by what we give.”  – Winston Churchill

“We make a living by what we get, but we “We make a living by what we get, but we 

David Woodburn, a Rockynol Retirement Community board member and  
chairman for the Summit County Habitat for Humanity, never knew the impact his 

speech about his involvement with Habitat would have on the  
Rockynol leadership group. Yet, his talk left the group  
hungry for more information and eager to help. 

Within the week, work groups began to form and their  
efforts have skyrocketed from there. Through their time 
spent constructing houses with Habitat, Rockynol  
volunteers have learned many basics to homebuilding such 
as dry walling, laying floorboards and putting up walls. 
“This has been such a great experience for all involved,” 
says Julie Graham, who acts as a liaison between Rockynol 
and Habitat. The group has worked on Habitat projects 
the last two summers, where they’ve not only built homes, 
but also built bonds as a group and a team. 
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Caring for the Caregiver

It’s widely reported that more than 80 percent of care to older adults is provided by 
family and friends. That’s why OPRS is doing its best to help alleviate stress and help 
caregivers feel more comfortable and at ease in their role.

Senior Independence has taken great 
strides in creating resources for caregivers.  
Designed as a community service, its Web site, 
www.icaregiver.org, is a free, easy-to-use resource 
where caregivers can find an abundance of useful 
information to help them provide better care.  
The Web site offers current informa-
tion on issues and topics of relevance to 
caregivers; easy-to-print guides, work-
sheets and educational materials to 
assist families in successful planning; 
direct links and descriptions of other 
age-related Web sites and much 
more. This past year the Web site 
has been visited over 13,500 times. 

The OPRS retirement communities have also made aiding caregivers 
a priority as well. Nearly all of the locations offer support groups for 
families of residents and community elders. These groups deal with 
issues such as Alzheimer’s and cancer support, bereavement, stress,  
depression and caregiving. For example, Cape May Retirement Village in  
Wilmington has a grief support group called “Turning the Corner,” which offers 
support to those who have recently lost a loved one.
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Caring for the CaregiverCaring for the Caregiver

The Web site offers current informa-
tion on issues and topics of relevance to 
caregivers; easy-to-print guides, work-
sheets and educational materials to 
assist families in successful planning; 
direct links and descriptions of other 

more. This past year the Web site 
has been visited over 13,500 times. 

depression and caregiving. For example, Cape May Retirement Village in 
Wilmington has a grief support group called “Turning the Corner,” which offers

Unique Visits 48%

Return Visits19% New Visits
33%

Visits to www.icaregiver.orgTotal Visits 13,513
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Caring for the Caregiver “If you find it in your heart to care for someone 
else, you will have succeeded.”  – Maya Angelou

On November 26, 2007,  Joan Punch-Fleming, executive 
director of Senior Independence’s Southwest Ohio Region, 
was the facilitator for an Appreciative Inquiry that was  
being conducted at the Health Foundation of Greater 
Cinicinnati as part of the Southwest Ohio Caregiver  
Coalition. An Appreciative Inquiry is a particular way  
of asking questions and envisioning the future. This  
exercise fosters positive relationships and builds on  
the basic goodness in a person, situation 
or an organization.

During this event, Joan and the 
participants discussed resources that are 

currently available for caregivers and began to identify areas that 
the current resources don’t cover. Everyone had the opportunity to 
share their personal caregiving experiences, which not only brought 
the group closer together, but also offered participants additional 
useful information.
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                            “Res
pondents reported that more than half of those 

caring for a loved one 50 or older are spending more than 10% of their annual income, 

sacrificing their savings, reducing personal care and often quitting their jobs.”

From the Columbus Dispatch “More Resources Help Caregivers Help Themselves”  

by Laura Landro, November 27, 2007
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Educating Tomorrow’s Professionals
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Case Western 

 Reserve University

Ursuline College

Aiken High School

“The United States is in  
the midst of a nursing 
shortage that is expected  
  to intensify as baby  
    boomers age and the  
    need for health care  
    grows.”From the AACN (American 

Association of Colleges of 
Nursing) Nursing Shortage 
Fact Sheet

As leaders in the field of aging services, OPRS has a vast 
wealth of knowledge among its employees and is working 
hard to spread the wisdom to new and future employees.

While OPRS campuses allow their meeting rooms to be 
used for classroom space by local schools and universities, 
their efforts to educate today’s and tomorrow’s professionals  
extend far beyond that. Multiple sites are providing  
hands-on clinical experience and internships for local 
students. For example, Mount Pleasant Retirement Village 
in Monroe provided over 200 clinical hours to students. 
Listed below are the schools whose students are  
benefiting from OPRS’ commitment to education.  
Employees also volunteer their time to teach sessions 
on health promotion and disease prevention at  
their locations and travel to schools and  
churches to give guest lectures.

Understanding how powerful knowledge 
and education are, OPRS works hard to keep up with the most recent 
information available to better serve residents and clients. Employees 
attend classes and lectures to earn Continuing Education Units to learn 
new methods and practices ensuring OPRS remains a leader in the field.

Cincinnati State Community  

and Technical College

Colerain High School

Greentree Health Academy

Youngstown State University

Kent State University
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Educating Tomorrow’s Professionals

In its effort to keep up with the latest models of caring, 
Westminster-Thurber Community in Columbus, along 
with five other OPRS campuses, has jumped feet first into 
the Eden Alternative philosophy. The Eden Alternative is 
based on the core belief that aging should be a continued 
stage of development and growth rather than a period  
of decline. 

However, Westminster-Thurber took expectations to the 
next level when it became the host community to the Fourth 
International Eden Alternative Conference in alliance  
with AOPHA, the advocate of not-for-profit services for 
older Ohioans. Spearheaded by Executive Director Steve  
LeMoine, months of extensive planning went into this  
event that took place June 3-5, 2008. Nearly 350 people 

from 11 different countries and 30 states attended the conference to learn new,  
innovative practices in elder care. 

The conference was a huge success as  
many new practices and theories were 
acquired and have been put into place, 
once again ensuring the ability to give 
residents and clients superior care.
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“The United States is in  
the midst of a nursing 
shortage that is expected  
  to intensify as baby  
    boomers age and the  
    need for health care  
    grows.”From the AACN (American 

Association of Colleges of 
Nursing) Nursing Shortage 
Fact Sheet

University of Cincinnati

Tri-State School

Columbus State University

Butler Tech
Miami Jacobs Career College

Capital University

Otterbein College

Miami University of Ohio

Akron Public Schools

Walsh University
Akron School of  

Practical Nursing

Portage Lakes Career Center

The Ohio State University

“It’s not how much we give, but how much 
 love we put into giving.” – Mother Teresa
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“Those who regularly work or volunteer enjoy better health and live longer, thanks to stimulating environments and a sense of purpose.”
From The Retirement  
Project Perspectives on 
Productive Aging – “Are We Taking Full Advantage of Older Adults’ Potential?”

Advancing Civic Engagement

Civic engagement can take on many forms including  
electoral participation, individual volunteerism or  
organizational involvement, each aimed at addressing,  
identifying and working to alleviate issues of public concern.

OPRS is actively involved in multiple forms of civic  
engagement. Many OPRS campuses open their doors to the 
greater public allowing voter registration and polling booths 
to be set up in spare conference rooms. Executive Directors 
Sheena Parton, Steve LeMoine and Sheila Flannery, as well 
as Executive Vice President/COO of Senior Independence 
Nancy Koury King, OPRS President and CEO Dave 
Kaasa and OPRS Executive Vice President/COO Dan 
O’Connor attended the AOPHA Legislative Day. Nancy 
and Dan also traveled to Washington, D.C., to speak with 
legislators about issues currently affecting the elderly.

Other employees, residents and  
clients from around the state  

participate on numerous local boards and committees 
including Kiwanis, Chamber of Commerce, the Salvation 
Army, the Ohio Council for Home Care and Rotary clubs.  
Breckenridge Village in Willoughby is another standout 
example of civic engagement with its massive volunteer 
organization.
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Advancing Civic Engagement “Life’s most persistent and urgent question is: 
What are you doing for others?” – Martin Luther King, Jr.

Supporting the men and women who serve and have served  
our country is a strong component of our community benefit. 
For example, OPRS was inspired to support the efforts of 
a longtime judge of the OPRS Resident Art contest, Anita 
Miller (pictured below). Her efforts to memorialize the losses 
suffered by the Lima Company’s 3rd Battalion, 25th Marine 
Regiment blossomed into an enormous memorial consisting 
of eight life-size painted panels depicting the fallen men. By 
making a generous donation to the Lima Company Memo-
rial Fund, OPRS payed tribute to not only the fallen men 
and Anita’s efforts, but also to its resident and staff veter-
ans. Grateful for all the donations it receives that help to 
continually improve its services, OPRS wanted to show  
its appreciation by giving back.
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“The cost of providing 
health care for an older 
American is three to five 
times greater than the 
cost for someone younger 
than 65. As a result, by 
2030 the nation’s health 
care spending is projected 
to increase by 25% due 
to these demographic 
shifts.”
From “The State of  
Aging and Health in 
America 2007”

Giving Back – The Financial Impact  
of OPRS’ Community Benefit
OPRS’ community benefit is best depicted in the stories  
and activities of lives touched as described in this report.  
In addition to this human impact, there is also financial 
impact of this community benefit.

The chart on the following page illustrates the total financial 
impact of OPRS’ community benefit. The dollars represent 
what OPRS gives back to the communities it serves.  
Following is a description of each item in the chart. 

Affordable Housing – Making housing more affordable 
to seniors is a mission of OPRS. OPRS has two affordable 
housing communities. At The Vineyard on Catawba in  

Port Clinton they manage the Concord Apartments, a tax credit,  
affordable housing project. The 40 apartments are reserved for seniors  
with low to moderate incomes. At Breckenridge Village in Willoughby,  
OPRS offers the Shafer-Schweitzer House, a HUD-202 subsidized  
apartment building for older adults. The 155-unit building serves  
200 residents with meals, activities and spiritual life services. These 
individuals have access to the amenities on the Breckenridge Village 
campus as well. 

Life Care Commitment – The Life Care Commitment helps assure 
OPRS residents that they will always have a home at OPRS even if, in 
good faith, they run out of funds meant to see them through.
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Serving Low Income People

Giving Back – The Financial Impact 
of OPRS’ Community Benefit
OPRS’ community benefit is best depicted in the stories 
and activities of lives touched as described in this report. 
In addition to this human impact, there is also financial
impact of this community benefit.

The chart on the following page illustrates the total financial 
impact of OPRS’ community benefit. The dollars represent 
what OPRS gives back to the communities it serves. 

Port Clinton they manage the Concord Apartments, a tax credit, 

Serving Low Income People
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Serving Low Income People “That’s what I consider true generosity. You give your 
all, and yet you feel it costs you nothing.” – Charles Dickens

Health Care Center Medicaid Charity – 
Medicaid is the State of Ohio’s health care 
funding source for indigent people. The  
dollars in this line item represent the differ-
ence between the cost of care at OPRS health 
care centers and the Medicaid reimbursement 
for that care.  

CCRC’s Other Community Benefit – 
This number represents goods and services  
provided to the greater community by OPRS communities and corporate office at  

no cost or at a discounted rate. Numbers in this table are not 
reflected in any of the above line items. 

Senior Independence Charity – Senior Independence 
offers a number of home and community based services to older 
adults in the greater community. Senior Independence works 
with Passport, local levies, Title XX, the United Way, Title III, 
Alzheimer’s Respite program, donations and numerous other 
funding sources in order to make services available to people 
of all incomes. The dollars depicted in this line represent the 
difference between the cost of providing these services and the 
reimbursement received for them.

Senior Independence Other Community Benefit – This 
number represents goods and services provided to the greater 
community at no cost or at a discounted rate. Numbers in this 
table are not reflected in any of the above line items. 

Total – This number, $7,364,860, represents what OPRS gives 
back in total community benefit. 

Area of Community Benefit 

Affordable Housing ........................................$120,000

Life Care Commitment ................................$1,392,917 

Health Care Center Medicaid Charity ...........$2,537,090

CCRC’s Other Community Benefit ...................$356,515 

Senior Independence Charity ......................$2,581,490 

Senior Independence 
Other Community Benefit ..............................$376,848 

TOTAL OPRS .................................$7,364,860 

“That’s what I consider true generosity. You give your “That’s what I consider true generosity. You give your 
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“Staying engaged in work and formal volunteer activities at older ages significantly benefits the health and well-being of the volunteers themselves, the organizations that count on them, the people served by those organizations and the economy.”From The Retirement Project Perspectives on Productive Aging –  “Are We Taking Full Advantage of Older Adults’ Potential?”

Being a Good Neighbor

OPRS communities and services work hard to do their part in being a 
good neighbor.

A large number of the OPRS campuses and locations have been making valiant efforts 
to recycle. They not only recycle paper, but all sorts of items including eyeglasses, ink 
cartridges, plastic and aluminum. Park Vista of Youngstown was recently presented 

with the “Excellence in Recycling Award” by Jim 
Petuch, director of the Youngstown Litter Control 
& Recycling Green Team. He praised Park Vista 
for its three-year involvement in the Mahoning  
County recycling program for businesses and  
reported that they are diverting about 1.3 tons of 
materials per month from landfills. Residents and 
clients also serve on arboretum committees that are 
dedicated to keeping their city beautiful and clean. 

Nearly every OPRS and Senior Independence 
location has participated in and raised money for 
charity walks to benefit issues such as cancer and 
Alzheimer’s research.
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Being a Good Neighbor “Charity begins at home and justice  
begins next door.” – Charles Dickens

Llanfair Retirement Community in Cincinnati has not only 
risen to the challenge of being a good neighbor, but far 
surpassed any initial expectations. Lending their meet-
ing rooms to over 20 different groups, including the city’s 
Quality of Life committee, Historical Society and the 
Alzheimer’s Association, is just the beginning of their  
kind deeds.

Llanfair’s Executive Director, Sheena Parton, secured  
an office in their town for a probation substation in an 
effort to improve the town’s safety. The maintenance 
department chipped in their time as well, helping to set 
up the substation.

Residents at Llanfair are some of the most active par-
ticipants of them all! One resident invited his grandson’s Cub Scout pack 

to their woodshop to help them earn their Wolf badge, which was centered on learning 
to “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.” Another resident, Ed Wells, is a dynamic member of the 
local Housing Team, where he helps improve housing in the community. He also takes 
part in the city’s Forum for Quality of Life where he picks up litter on residential streets  
and talks to neighbors encouraging them to  
get involved with the community. Phyllis 
Schoenberger is another standout resident.  
She serves on the city’s Quality of Life  
Committee, co-founded the local gardener’s 
group and received the Keep America  
Beautiful “Hometown Hero Award” for  
community improvement.

“Charity begins at home and justice 
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Working with Faith Communities

The OPRS mission recognizes the meaningful relationship between physical, mental and 
spiritual well-being. The components of this mission are links in a chain of caring, each 
dependent on the other, in order to provide for the whole person.

As an organization, OPRS affirms both its historic relations with the Presbyterian Church 
(U.S.A.) and its commitment to welcome all faiths. OPRS is ecumenical; communities  
and programs are open to persons of all faiths and are based on a spirit of inclusiveness. 
Recognizing that older adults never retire from their faith community, the OPRS Church  
Relations program’s desire is to partner with our area congregations and be that needed 
resource in aging services in today’s busy world.

A variety of services are provided to the churches in the communities OPRS serves. “Tools 
for the Servant” seminars are offered to churches on a variety of topics including advance 
directives and end-of-life conversations, as well as many other pertinent topics. 
Materials and meals are often provided at these seminars at no cost to the 
attendees. Also, educational materials in the form of bulletin inserts have  
been provided to churches pertaining to topics that are affecting the lives of 
the congregants and their loved ones. Topics include things such as the HIPAA 
privacy act, dealing with the loss of a loved one, and health and wellness.

The Church Relations staff also participate in a variety of community organizations 
including older adult ministries, faith community nurse organizations and local presbytery 
committees, just to name a few.

Senior Independence in the Greater Cleveland Region sponsors two specific faith-based 
initiatives. With assistance from the Lake County United Way, Senior Independence sup-
ports a Faith in Action program. Faith in Action works with local churches and  
not-for-profit organizations to recruit and mobilize volunteers to meet community needs. In 
addition, it supports a vibrant faith community nurse program in conjunction with several 
local congregations. These two programs touch the lives of 4,300 people annually.
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Working with Faith Communities

OHIO PRESBYTERIAN 
RETIREMENT SERVICES
FOUNDATION
Raises and Manages Funds

OHIO PRESBYTERIAN 
RETIREMENT SERVICES
Manages and Operates 
Communities and Services

A Division of OPRS
Providing Home and  
Community Based Services

614-888-7800 • 800-686-7800 • www.oprs.org
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Locations & Services

*Accredited by the Commission  
on Accreditation of Rehabilitation  

Facilities (CARF) – Continuing  
Care Accreditation Commission 

(CCAC) of the American  
Association of Homes and 

Services for the Aging (AAHSA).

Rockynol* 
Akron 
(330) 867-2150

Llanfair Retirement 
Community* 
Cincinnati 
(513) 681-4230

Westminster-Thurber 
Community* 
Columbus 
(614) 228-8888

Mount Pleasant  
Retirement Village* 
Monroe 
(513) 539-7391

Dorothy Love 
Retirement Community* 
Sidney 
(937) 498-2391

Swan Creek  
Retirement Village* 
Toledo 
(419) 865-4445

Breckenridge Village* 
Willoughby 
(440) 942-4342

Cape May Retirement Village 
Wilmington 
(937) 382-2995

Lake Vista of Cortland 
Cortland 
(330) 638-2420

Park Vista Retirement 
Community* 
Youngstown 
(330) 746-2944

The Vineyard on Catawba 
Port Clinton 
(419) 797-3100

Akron/Canton Region  (330) 873-3468

Central Ohio Region (614) 433-0031

Greater Cleveland Region (440) 953-1256

Mahoning Valley Region (330) 533-4350

Miami Valley Region (937) 498-4680 

Southwest Ohio Region (513) 681-8174 

Greater Toledo Region (419) 865-1499 

Ohio Presbyterian Retirement Services is the largest and most experienced not-for-profit 
provider of continuing care retirement communities and services in Ohio.
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Ohio Presbyterian Retirement Services Corporate Office
1001 Kingsmill Parkway, Columbus, Ohio 43229 

(614) 888-7800 • (800) 686-7800 • www.oprs.org
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